FAMOC for
Zebra devices
Manage and protect your Zebra devices with FAMOC platform

WWW.FAMOC.COM

ABOUT FAMOC
Famoc provides a portfolio of
industry-leading solutions for the
mobile device lifecycle management
market, empowering businesses to
remotely control, manage and secure
their diverse mobile infrastructures.
devices and solutions.
FAMOC manage UEM provides asset, application,
security and data access management, as well as enduser self-care and remote support for smartphones and
tablets, either as a hosted or as an on-site solution.
FAMOC manage supports all operating systems
(Android, iOS, Windows, macOS devices).
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FAMOC FOR ZEBRA
Zebra empowers those on the front
line in retail, healthcare, transportation
and logistics, manufacturing and other
industries to achieve a performance
edge - an edge that translates to
delighted customers, good patient
outcomes and superior business
results.
Using FAMOC manage you can remotely
manage and secure your Zebra devices.
Learn more about the features that we have
prepared for your mobile fleet.
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FAMOC FEATURES FOR ZEBRA DEVICES
ZERO-TOUCH

Zero-touch enrollment lets organizations preconfigure the enterprise
devices. Preconfigured devices provision themselves out-of-the-box,
enabling organizations to streamline their device deployments.
REMOTE ACCESS

Users can remotely access desktop and files on any devices
or servers that are connected to the network at any time.
OEMCONFIG

Use FAMOC manage to configure your devices
with Android Managed Configurations.

KIOSK MODE

The device will be dedicated for one
purpose only with a dedicated launcher
on the device. Those devices are used
only for predetermined functionalities.
The rest of features or even
hardware elements are not available.

LIFEGUARD OTA SUPPORT

We support the OS
upgrade system for Zebra
devices. Lifeguard OTA is
providing security updates
to the Android operating
system over the entire life
cycle of Zebra devices.
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SUCCESS STORY - CARGLASS GERMANY
CUSTOMER

Carglass® in Germany is specialized in the repair and replacement of
automotive glass. In Germany Carglass® has approximately 2,200 employees,
of which about 1,500 specially trained Carglass® technicians.
The company processed approximately 1.2 million customer contacts per year
and helps motorists across Germany, either in one of the 330 Service Center
or on the road with more than 380 mobile units.
CHALLENGES

1500 mechanics with Zebra devices
GDPR and insurance regulations
Full lifecycle management (strong SLA should be in place break&fix within
24 hours / rollout 5 days after initial order / mobile device management)
SOLUTION

zero-touch enrollment
full managed service (configuration, security policies, remote lock/ wipe,
compliance management)
asset management (devices, SIM card)
contract management (managed service, device lifetime, voice and data
service)
device lifecycle (automatic replacement by end of lifetime)
GDPR compliance
support BYOD / COPE

FAMOC helps companies give people what they want brand new shiny devices, emerging technologies and
tools necessary to make their job done.
We handle the security part, taking into account the
greatest risk that comes from within: your staff.
contact us:

learn more:

INFO@FAMOC.COM

FAMOC.COM

